Footsteps2Brilliance has created a Turnkey Virtual Summer School Program that provides preK-3rd grade students and their families with an engaging summer school experience that will prepare them for the next academic year.

**Parent Registration Portal** alleviates the burden of setting up individual classes.

**Weekly Bilingual Emails** provide parents with exemplar lessons that they can enjoy with their children.

**Bilingual Curriculum Gameboards** make learning fun for students and keeps them on track.

**Family Friday Activities** are bonus educational games that parents can play with their children away from the computer.

**Access from Any Smartphone, Tablet, or Computer** our award-winning curriculum apps with or without Internet.

**24/7 Bilingual Help Desk** answers questions from teachers, parents, and administrators.

**Robust Reporting** gives districts the data needed to see how their students are progressing.

**LET’S REIMAGINE EDUCATION TOGETHER NOW AND IN THE FUTURE!**

For more information, please contact us at support@footsteps2brilliance.com